Video released in Realtor Robbery

Detectives are releasing security camera video taken from a neighbor’s home on Qxford Street of the suspect and vehicle in yesterday’s kidnapping/robbery. The video may be viewed at https://youtu.be/4Yt_S2WiaAM

Time stamps on the video are as follows;

at 00:13 you see the suspect’s car drive by

at 00:26 you see the victim’s car pull up - the suspect’s car is already sitting there behind the palm fronds on the camera

at 00:27:08 you see the suspect walk from his car to meet the victim, then they walk to the house together

Skip to 00:42:52 you see the suspect walk away from the house to his car

and at 00:43:33 the suspect leaves

After the initial video is complete, a close up version can be viewed.